Origami Elephant

1) fold and unfold lengthwise
2) both corners to center
3) fold corners again to center
4) fold in half

5) fold top of bill in half
note: the point is underneath

6) fold top layer in half, flip, unfold 4

The upper figure is looking at the edge of the bill

7) insert fold 4

8) unfold top of bill

9) fold 2 top flaps of bill

10) fold and unfold (to vertical) all 4 corners
11) refold as shown (see hidden folds)

Due to printing variations in the dollar, the ear folds may have to be adjusted for the eye to display properly.

12) fold trunk back

13) fold forward

14) mountain fold lengthwise

15) fold flaps in leaving a tail
16) fold trunk in forming ears

17) reverse fold trunk down

18) reverse fold trunk up
19) reverse fold trunk back, dent rump with finger nail

Additional dollar figures the Heart and Butterfly

Dollar Bill Elephant
Still Having a Ball
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